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Leonora & Ethan
This is how Centennial and its
community are helping one mom and
her son through a difficult time
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“You are not in my assigned area,
but when I saw you had been on the
waiting list for eight months, I decided
to come anyway,” said Jessie Kimmel,
Early Interventionist, when she first met
Leonora Pelayo. Jessie then went on to
work one-on-one with Leonora’s son,
Ethan, who has 3-M syndrome.

do. Before, he would just
point. Now, he speaks up!”
In addition to his newfound
confidence, Ethan has
demonstrated compassion and
understanding. When Leonora tells
him she is tired and in pain, he comes
and comforts her.

It is this statement which characterizes
Centennial, a community where the
staff, volunteers and parents come
together and go above and beyond to
provide a unique support system for
those who need it most.

Centennial has made a hugely positive
impact on Ethan, and his mother too. As
Leonora puts it, “When Ethan is here,
my mind is peaceful. Centennial knows
how to take care of Ethan; you know his
needs and what is best for my son. And
I now have two hours and 45 minutes
each day to use as a good opportunity to
take care of myself too.” Leonora said,
“Being a mom with a special child is
tough and it’s so challenging.” This rings
even more true when you must balance
this responsibility with other unforeseen
circumstances.

After working with Jessie, Ethan came to
attend the preschool at Centennial. To
Leonora, the changes in her son since he
has been at Centennial are unbelievable.
“His attitude now makes me ask, ‘Ethan
is that you?’” In the beginning, Ethan
was shy and sometimes would not listen.
But now, he talks more often, makes
his own decisions, vocalizes them and
uses sign language to express himself.
As Leonora describes, “He knows what
he wants, he knows what he wants to
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In 2016, Leonora was diagnosed
with breast cancer and underwent a
double mastectomy. Already struggling
financially, it would be difficult for her to

secure care for Ethan while she would
have to spend long hours at the hospital
in treatment and surgery. To make
matters worse, her doctor had advised
her she would no longer be able to carry
Ethan.
In need of help, she approached Kim
Clarke, Centennial’s manager, and the
Centennial teachers, who readily made
her problem their own and committed
to finding her a solution. “When I
came to the staff at Centennial with my
problems, they didn’t say no. They said
‘OK’ right away and told me they were
going to help. This was so overwhelming
for me because my relationships with my
own family have been tough on me.”As
Ethan > continued inside

Power the Potential of children like Ethan > Donate generously at www.cicc.ca

future CICC
Increasing Centennial’s
capacity will power
the potential of more
children, families,
students and volunteers
In the early 1960s, throughout Metro
Toronto, no preschool existed for children
with disabilities. This changed in 1965 with
the advent of what would become known
as the Centennial Infant and Child Centre.
Fast forward to 2016 and Centennial
Infant and Child Centre has flourished
into “a magical place where children
are recognized for their strengths, not
their disability,” states Barbara Hannah,
executive director, Centennial.
What makes the centre so magical? One
needs to simply walk into 1580 Yonge
Street to see for themselves. Highly skilled,
specialized staff and dedicated volunteers
bustle about the centre, providing one-onone support for each child. The old adage
“pay it forward” thrives at Centennial.
Many of the children who attend
Centennial go on to become classroom
assistants. Early Childhood Education
students return as volunteers. Volunteers
eventually become staff. Parents become
volunteers. And Centennial becomes
more than just a collection of services
and programs. As Jennifer Watson, Board
Chair, puts it, “Centennial becomes a
spirited community where parents arrive
apprehensively, but leave with hope.
Children are motivated to reach their full
potential.”

As the Centennial community continues
to grow, so does its needs. In order to
continue to support children with special
needs and provide volunteers and staff
with the best resources, the centre has
two crucial needs: space and a sustainable
funding model. When Centennial first
began in 1965, it supported fewer than
five children. Now, add two zeros to that
number: Centennial currently serves over
500 children through its early intervention
service, childcare consultation and
preschool program combined. Next, add
40 post-secondary students who complete
placements at the centre each term, 120
volunteers and seven young adults with
development challenges employed as
Classroom Assistants.
It has become clear Centennial needs to
increase its capacity in order to sustain
and enhance its support of families and
children. With more funds and a larger
centre, Centennial can reduce its four to
five month waiting list so something as
crucial as Early Intervention can begin as
early as possible.
Fast forward once again to 2018. Waiting
lists have disappeared. A purpose-designed
facility and outdoor therapeutic area
support more children and families. Parents
easily park and drop-off their children in a
barrier-free space. More Early Childhood
Education students and volunteers are
being accommodated and supported.
This is what success at Centennial will look
like. Centennial will power the potential
of a future generation of children, and the
families who love them.
by Rachel Widakdo

‘‘

Leaving a legacy is a choice,
requiring a decision that must be
accompanied by a commitment.
The legacy we leave will be a gift
for our family; the legacy we leave
will be a gift for our community;
and, finally, the legacy we leave
will be a gift to help others fulfill
their true potential in life.
When our legacy is just money,
we help the next generation
meet a need; when our legacy
is our values, we help the next
generation accomplish their goals;
and lastly, when our legacy is our
money and our values, we help
the next generation achieve their
dreams.

‘‘

the

Leaving a
Legacy

– Robert Livingston,
www.dreamscostnothing.com

Considering a legacy gift to
Centennial? Contact Debra
Bond-Gorr: bondgorr@cicc.on.ca

2016 Ontario Service
Award Recipients
ADULT CATEGORY
Susan Chinery, Marj Olsson,
Debby McLernon, Mike Moyer, Jen
Watson, Tim Wason

YOUTH CATEGORY
Maddy DeWelles (also nominated
for the Ontario Medal for Young
Volunteers)

2016 CICC Awards
Recipients
5 YEARS
Susan Chinery, Marj Olsson
10 YEARS
Hazel Newton, Linda Nailor
15 YEARS
June Rom-Roginski

Centennial thanks
Milton Winberg for
his generous art
donation!
Thanks to the generous donation of Mr. Winberg,
Centennial has acquired over 150 pieces of photographic
art by renowned artists Stephen Patterson and Stephen
Livick.
Stephen Patterson is a regular contributor to Photo Life
Magazine and his photography is featured in the books
“Canada, The Wild Places”, “Key Porter“ and “The
Endangered Oceans”. Stephen Livick is a London-based
photographer whose work is held in public and private
collections throughout Canada and the United States,
including the National Gallery of Canada.

We will be
offering these
photographic art
pieces for sale in
a variety of ways
in support of
Centennial.

Stay tuned to
www.cicc.ca for more
details as they become
available.

Ethan >
she describes the support she
received from the Centennial
team, “It’s like I had saviours,
which gave me strength. It
allowed me to be a strong
woman, especially for Ethan.”
Kim contacted her soon after
with inspirational news: a
former Centennial parent, and
complete stranger to Leonora,
had heard about Leonora’s
situation. She wanted to help
by covering the costs of a
full-time nanny for Leonora. As
Leonora states, “I don’t even
know [her].”
Such selfless acts of kindness
and generosity form the
foundation of the Centennial
community. As parents learned

of Leonora’s situation, many
offered her help whenever
she needed it: transportation,
food and home visits. More
than providing support
for Leonora, they offered
friendship. “I found friends too
at this school through other
mothers.” Leonora reflects on
her experience at Centennial
as all-encompassing. “They
are always willing to help
with everything, which I
experienced first-hand. It’s like,
they are not only helping your
kids, but at the same time,
they are helping the whole
family.”
In the true spirit of Centennial,
Leonora hopes to pay it
forward and remain involved

in the Centennial community
long after Ethan graduates the
program. “Right now it is really
tough, but when Ethan grows
up and we settle our financial
problems, in five or ten years if
Centennial is still here I would
love to volunteer.”
It is apparent the love and
support for all those who enter
Centennial’s doors has left its
mark on Leonora, so much so
she is left speechless. “Words
are not enough to express my
feelings towards the happiness
I feel when Ethan is here and
how the people here take care
of him and love him so much.”
by Krista Huyer &
Rachel Widakdo

Thank you for powering the children and
families of Centennial with your generous support

We have
partnered
with
Shoppers
Drug Mart!
Donate
your
optimum
points!
It’s one of
the most
rewarding
ways to
use them.
You can now
transfer unused
optimum points
to Centennial
Infant and Child
Centre!

Just log in to your
account, click
Donate points,
and click on
Centennial.

October 2014 – May 2016
$50,000 +

Anonymous
Attanasio, Laura
Dottori & Mark
Clark Family Foundation
Winberg, Milton
Yellow Bus Foundation

$25,000 +

Anonymous
CIBC Children’s
Foundation
Moyer, Michael

$10,000 +

Black, Bradley
Cass, Christie
DAC Foundation for
People with Special
Needs
Down Syndrome
Association of Toronto
Foster Charitable
Foundation, Harry E.
Gluskin Charitable
Foundation, Ira Gluskin
& Maxine Granovsky
Gravel, Monique
GMP Securities L.P.
TD Securities
Underwriting Hope Fund

$5000 +

Barnett, Karen
Barrett Family
Foundation
Chinery, Susan & Bill
Lunan Foundation,
George
Macrae, Victoria
Maitland Foundation,
Alice and Murray
McGregor, Yvonne
Mol, Kevin
RBC Foundation

$1000 +

Anonymous
Blake, Cassels &
Graydon LLP
Beatty, Adam & Rachel
BMO Financial Group
Borissova, Danielle
Campbell, Judith &
Thomas Nigel
Christie, Kathleen
CIBC Children’s
Foundation
Coupal, Charles
Culnan, Therese
Damley, Karen
Davidson, John & Nancy
Dentons Canada LLP
Dhaliwal, Navdeep
Dorri, Sepanta
Dow, John
Exshaw, Christian
Ernst, Mark
Fine, Randi
Finlay, John
Friedman, Alan
Forest Hill Lions Club
Fuchs, Mary Pat
Gibson, Carol & R. Craig
Hunt, Erica Baron and
Ken
Jordan and Lynne Elliott
Family Foundation
Keilhauer, Mike
Kennedy, Marsha &
David
Leland Foundation Inc.
Leon, Robert and
Maureen
Littlejohn, Gordon
L.W.W. Children’s
Foundation
McLean Foundation
Macrae, Victoria
Mariano Elia Foundation
Miller Thomson LLP

Mitz, Rory
O’Brien-Girard, Bill &
Terri
Ouellette, Julia and
Gilles
Piccininni, John
Rand Kildare Foundation
Red Robin Foundation at
the Strategic Charitable
Giving Foundation
Richardson GMP
Starkman, Deborah
Steed & Evans Holdings
Inc., .
Szego, Bill & Gail
Tang, Eddie
The Willowool
Foundation
Thomas Large & Singer
INC
TMX
Tolias, Christina
Vestby, Acushla
Walters, Lenore
Watson, William and
Barbara
WB Family Foundation
Yeung, Yvonne

$500 +

American Women’s
Club of Toronto
Anonymous
Atif, Ayub
Aqueduct Foundation –
Horn Family Fund
Ash, Elizabeth & William
Beatty, William
Chan, Alan
Colquhoun, Mary Louise
Crawford, David
Da Silva , Fernando and
Nathalie
Devlin, Carol & Timothy
Ferreri, Marcel

1580 Yonge Street
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416.935.1200
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Fiera Capital, David
Pennycook
Forbes, Louis
Four Corners Group
Henry, Jacqueline
Hess, Julie
Hunt, Trevor
Kaiser Lachance
Communications
Khullar, Vik
Kim, Esther Choe &
Mr. Justin
Kumaresan, Sugi and
Sugarna
Levitt, Howard & Pamela
Leonard, Mark
Lowidt Foundation, The
Lysander Funds Limited
Meehan, Patrick
Miller, Audrey and Brian
Norgate, Bill & Kerry
O’Reilly, Michelle &
Jamie
Patel, Rachna
Paterson, Mary Jane
Pelletier, David and Liz
RBC
Saldaris, Demetra
Seed, Nicholas & Jane
Sheppard, Kristen
Southam, Christopher
Sterling Karamar
Property Management
Taub, Jordan
Walker, Janet
Watson, Carolyn & Art
Yeung, Yvonne

Monthly donors
Andrada, Theresa
Damley, Karen
Wildgoose, Julie

